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Abstract: Scale l : l O morpho/ogical surveys were prepared about six se leeted paris of the karren landforms in the 
Austrian Totes Gebirge. The concepts of ka"en inselberg and monodnock are introduced and these residual 
ground surfaces are specified Ka"en inselbergs and monadnocks developed by karren troughs are studied in 
detaile. These can develop by the merging of tributury ends or tributary and main troughs, as wel/ as by the false 
and true beheading of bends. By the examination of the merging of troughs (that is posslb/e wi th the observation 
of the locations of appearance of trough botlom divides and steps in the course ofmerging by solution) the way of 
the development of inselbergs and monadnocks and the sequence of the variaus ka"en forms can be detennined 
ln the knowledge of rhe relative ages of development the history of dissolution of a single part of the ground 
surface can be de termined C ansidering the relative ages of development of the variaus karren forms such se ries 
of maps were prepared that il/ustrate the history of dissolution of the su"ounding of the monadnocks. 

l. Introduction 

An inselberg is a hi ll spared by erosion in i ts proximity. It is called a 
monadnock if the top of the bill retains the originalland surface (BULLA, B. 
1954, BALAZS, D. 1987). (Table mountain, mesa, butte etc. are locally used 
in the English language without geomorphological distinction.) 

The karren parts of the ground surface of the karst are denuded by 
solution of intensity and duration varying with the location. Parts of the 
surface that are denuded at relatively l esser degree as their proximity or not at 
all are called karren inselbergs and karren monadnocks respectively. 

Karren inselbergs and karren monadnocks show differences in more 
than one aspects to erosion made inselbergs and monadnocks. These 
differences are the following: · 
- lnselbergs and monadnocks made by erosion can be of several kilometers 
wide and long and they can be many hundreds of meters high. The karren 
inselbergs and monadnocks are only several meters of lateral size and several 
decimeters high. 
- Erosion made inselbergs and monadnocks are sculpted from their vicinity 
by erosion, karren inselbergs and monadnocks by solution. The sides of the 
letter are much steeper than those of the former. The bordering siopes are 
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often overhanging. Their surface is rougher too. Several centimeters tall 
small size cones occur frequently on their tops as weil as shallow, wide 
initial karren troughs and some centimeter deep and wide type ill troughs. 

Karren inselbergs and monadnocks can be developed by various 
karren processes. Thus they can be developed by the partíal merging of 
neighboring solution pots, hee] marksor karren troughs. (VERESS, .M. 1995). 
They can develop at karren tables (BOGLJ, A. 1976, BALÁZf.), D. 1990). 
While the surface is denuded by solution in the vicini ty of the karren ta b le, this 
does not happen under the rock of the table (Fig. Ja). This paperreports about 
studies airned at karren inselbergs and monadnocks developing during the 
development of karren troughs. 
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Figure l: Cap-rock proleeted karren monadnock í a), monadnock developed 

by troughs (b). monadnock on the bottom (c), I«Jrren inselberg (d) and karren 
inselberg on the bottom (ej 

Legend: J. karren developing on rock. 2. elevation of learren ground surface 
bejore the se paralion of the residual ground surjace, 3. type J/ca;-ren trough, 
4. karren inselberg, 5. boulder, 6. older type l karren trough, 7. l. or ll type 

younger karren trough, 8. monadnock on the holtom, 9. karren inselberg. 10. 
karren Inselberg on the bottom 
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Figure Z: Meetingoftrough ends (a) andfalse belleading (b, c, d) 
Legend: l. type I learren trough, Z. direction ofslope of type I karren trough holtom, 3. 

trough bottom watershed, 4.step, 5. karren developing the rock surface, 6. ground surface 
befo re trough en trendament, 7. master trough, 8. regressive tributary trough, 9. step, l 0. 

trough bottom watershed, J. view from above H. side view (sections alon g the side of 
troughs connected by heheadin g), the regressive trough ends jain (a), the heheadin g 

trough deepens constant/y (b), the beheading trough retTeats (c), the beheading trough 
entrenches to the bottom of the main trough (d) 

For the presentation and the interpretation of the history of processes 
(history of denudation by solution) occurring on the terrain of inselbergs and 
monadnocks geomorphological surveys were completed. The data needed for 
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the field maps that is the basis of the geomorphological surveys were 
obtained with the surveying method developed and applied by SZUNYOGH, 
G. (1995, 1998). For a more detailed survey instead of the 50x50 cm 
rectangular network a 10x10 cm network was applied. 

2. Site of the Study 

The site of the study was an area under the Widerkar Peak in the 
Totes Gebirge on the slope of a valley of glacial origin at an elevation of 
1800 m. The study area is a closed-drainage karstification unit (VERESS, M
ZENTAI, Z.-llORVATH, E. T 1996) isolated from its surroundings. The rocks 
of the karstification unit are tilted, the closed-drainage conditions have been 
only magnified by surface solution. For this reason the site has been divided 
to smaller sub-units during its development. The fractures and faults 
bordering the sub-units at 55-235° strikes have developed to fissures by 
solution. The upper fringe of a particutar sub-unit joins the upper unit with a 
threshold of karstic origin while its lower fringe ends at the edge of the 
fissure bordering the unit at its lower end. The karstic thresholds that border 
the units are bed-edges, the surface of the sub-units are bedding planes. 
Karren troughs occupy the bedding plane surfaces. In the major (type I) 
troughs sporadically type ll and more often type ill troughs develop 
(VERESS, M 1995). As long the type I troughs are in the range of decimeter 
width, type lll troughs are only several centimeter wide or deep. The karren 
troughs conduct to the fissures bordering the sub-unit or to trough-end pits. 
The karren troughs often form bends or are composed of sections of variaus 
direction. It aceurs frequently that side troughs branch off from the main 
troughs this making karren trough systems. 

3. Types of Karren Monadnocks and lnselbergs 

Karren monadnocks and inselbergs are remnants of the original 
ground surface. These remnants can be classified by the processes 
responsible for their development or by the way they were isolated from 
their surroundings. 

3.1. The Specification ofMonadnocks and lnselbergs by the Development of 
Their Surfaces 

Karren monadnocks are those remnants of ground surface whose 
elevation was identical with the elevation of the ground surface that they had 
been separated from (Fig. 1). A monadnock one with dissected surface (the 
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surface dissected by karren indentations and rises) is a karren surfaced 
monadnock. Karren development could occur before the isolation from the 
original surface (monadnock with primary karren) or after (monadnock with 
secondary karren). 

It shall be noted that some of the surveyed ground surfaces can be 
expected to be the remnants of trough bottoms. These are older than the 
presently existing trough bottoms so the trough bottom monadnocks can be 
taken as monadnocks with primary karren. It may occur that karren 
development characterízed the top of the monadnock before as well as after 
the isolation. Bottom monadnocks develop at the bottoms of older karren 
forms. Most frequent are the trough bottom monadnocks (Picture J). In 
these cases the remnants of the ground surface develop on the trough 
bottoms. The bottom monadnocks make a transition between the 
monadnocks and terraces. Terraces are older trough bottom remnants that 
developed because the younger, wiclening troughs digest in part the bottom 
ofthe older troughs (on which it is developing; VERESS, M 1995). 

lnselbergs are those remnants of the ground surface of which the top 
elevation decreased during the isolation (Fig. 1). Sucb remnants that bad 
been lower tban their surroundings before isolation are considered inselbergs 
too. Bottom inselbergs can develop on trough bottoms. 

Resulted by the lateral growth of karren troughs the ground surface 
remaining between th em may become inselbergs ( crest inselberg). Peninsular 
inselbergs develop when the remnants between the karren troughs are not 
separated from the surrounding ground surface. 

3.2. Caregories of Inselbergs and Monadnocks by Their Way of Isolation 

Karren inselbergs and monadnocks can develop on ground surface 
isolated between main and tributary troughs as well as in the recesses 
( concave sides) of ben ds. 

3. 2. J. The Tuming of Ground Surface into Inselbergs and Monadnocks 
Between Main and Tributary Troughs 

The troughs on rocky ground surfaces retreat by solution at the effect 
of the solvent flowing in tbem (VERESS, M 1995). 

The possibilities of the connection of karren troughs have been 
studied (VERESS, M 1995) applying the statements of CHOLNOIQ J 
(1926) on the development of regressive river valleys. Studies having 
perfonned ever since need some modifications or further development. 
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Legend: l. type I karren trough, 2. si ope direction of type I karren trough bottom, 3. direction of 
relTeating oftrough end, 4. trough bottom watershed. 5. step, 6. karren development on the rock, 7. 

ground sW'face bejore trough entrenchment, 8. main 11·ough, 9. regressive tributary trough, 10. ruined 
main trough, L vertical view, IL side view (section along heheadin g trough), a. bejore heheadin g, b. ajh!r 

heheadin g 

A regressive trough can reach the end of another regressive trough 
(Fi g. 2 a) or the side of another one (Picture 2). 

In the first case a trough-end meeting, trough-end merging, in the 
second case a beheading occurs. At the merging of the troughs bottom 
divides develop (VERESS, M 1995). The troughs bottom divides are a 
couple of centimeters taU and wide thresholds. 
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Figure 4: Development ofkarren inselberg and monadnock by 
the merging oftrough ends 

Legend: l. typeikorren trough, 2. type Ilikarren trough, 3. 
direction of the regression oftrough end, 4. trough bottom 

watershed, 5. si ope direcfion of type I karren trough bottom, 6. 
slope diree/ion of type Ill karren trough bottom, 7. monadnock, 8. 

bottom monadnock, l. initial condition, IL fully deve/oped 
condition 

In the course of trough behearling false behearling (Fi g. 2 b, c, d) and 
true behearling can be specified (Fig. 3). At false behearling the original flow 
conditions of the trough bottom do not change while at true behearling they 
do. The kinds of false behearling are as listed below. 
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_ The retreating trough that makes the heheaciing entrenches at a siower pace 
(Fíg. 2b). At the _upper end of the ~e~eading trough (wh~e the ~alse 
behearling is occumng) trough bottom dtvtdes develop. On the Side of this at 
the beheaded trough a step develops that is the remnant of the trough side. 
The bottom of the beheading tributary trough hangs above the bottom of the 
main trough. 
- The lower end of retreatíng trough entrenches at a qui ck pace. At the site of 
the beheading trough bottom divide develops wi th a step. The bottom of the 
beheading tributary trough bottom merges with that of the main trough (Fi g. 
2 c). 
- The retreating tributary trough entrenches at a quick pace at its whole 
length. The side exposed to the false beheading can be totally digested. Only 
a trough bottom divide develops here (Fig. 2d). 

At true beheading the trough exposed to beheading is always digested 
by the trough making the beheading. At trough crossing beheading this 
occurs on the opposite side of the beheaded trough as weil (Fig. 3). The 
developing divide does not develop in the trough responsible for beheading 
but in the one that is exposed to it. While at false beheading the direction of 
the divide is always perpendicular to the trough responsible for the 
beheading, it is parallel to it at true behearling (Fi g. 3). The extension of the 
trough bottom divide is not the same in the described cases. At false 
behearling the trough bottom divide reaches from one rim to the other in the 
trough maleing the beheading. At true beheading, because it developed 
earlier the divide develops in the bottom of the exposed trough and i ts length 
does not exceed the wid th of the bottom. 

At true beheading the waters of the upper part of the beheaded trough 
flow into the trough the beheading. If the entrenchment of the trough 
responsible for the beheading is intensive, one or two steps develop with 
directions ideutical wi th that of the trough bottom divide. 

At the merging of the trough ends monadnocks may develop if the 
two tributary troughs of the main trough that retreat towards one another. 
The monadnock develops at the side of the main trough (Fig. 4a) but it can 
develop at the end as well (Fig. 4b, c, Picture 3). In the letter case the main 
trough forks to two tributary troughs. 

At false beheading monadnocks develop when the retreating end of 
the tributary trough reach es up to the rim of the main trough. This may occur 
if an arced tributary develops from a straight main trough (Fi g. 5a ), but it 
may occur if at an arced section of the main trough one or two straight 
tributaries (Fi g. 5 b) develop. 
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Figure 5: Developing of karren monadnocks witlt false 
b.heading 

Legend: J. type I karren trough, 2. direction of 
regression oftrough end, 3. trough bot1om watershed, 

4. step, 5. slope diree/ion of type I karren trough 
bo/tom, 6. monadnock . L ini a al condition, D. fu/ly 

developed condition 

Karren monadnocks can develop between major troughs too. In this 
case two tributary troughs take part in the development of the monadnock 
(Fig. 5d:). 
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Figure 6: Developing of karren monadnocks with true beheading 

Legend: l. type I karren trough, 2. sú<p, 3. diree/ion of regression of trough end, 4. 
trough bottom waú<rshed, J. slope diree/ion of type I karren trough bottom, 6. monadnock, L ini lia/ 

condition, ILfolly developed condition 

Monadnocks can develop at true beheadings as well. In this case 
some major trough and its two tributaries surround the monadnock. The 
isolation of the monadnock is compteted when the tributary trough 
developing quicker reaches the side of the trough that has developed at an 
earlier time (Fig. 6). 

Monadnocks can develop other ways than the described ones, two of 
them is mentioned here. 

Seldom, but it may occur that karren cavitíes play a role in the 
development of monadnocks. In this occurrence the tributary trough reaches 
the main trough above its section that contains a karren cavity (or a second 
tributary trough belonging to it). The development of the monadnock is 
complete w h en the roof of the cavity vanishes (Fig. 7 a). 

If the main trough is shallow and it bends too, the solvent flow in it 
hits the trough rim and spiils over. The spilling water dissolves a trough 
downwarcis on the sioping ground surface (progressive trough). The lower 
end of the tributary trough may reach the main trough again. As a result, a 
monadnock develops independently from any bend (Fi g. 7 b). The 
progressive tributary trough quickly becomes hanging (at both ends joining 
the main trough with steps) because the main trough flows with more solvent 
and consequently its entrenchment is quicker. Such tributaries don't receive 
water from the main trough any more. Trough bottom divide does not 
develop in the progressive trough. 
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Figure 7: Developing of karren monadnocks after opening up the karren cavity (a) 
and development of progressive trough (b) 

Legend: J. type I karren trough, 2. korren cavity, 3. directio11 of regression of trough 
end, 4. sle p, 5. slope direction of type I korren trough boUom, 6. monadnock, I. inifial 

condition, II. fully deve/oped condition 

3.2.2. Development of Imrren inselbergs and monadnocks in the recesses 
(concave sides) ofbends. 

The recesses of karren troughs can develop at true- or false 
meandering. The cutoff of the recesses may happen with false- or tn;te 
beheading. At false beheading it is not the solvent flowing in the trough that 
executes the cutoff. In this case rainfall on the recess and its neck develop 
karren troughs. These are the tributaries of the trough roaking the bend and 
they are hanging in position. False behearling can happen at the neck or at 
any other part of the recess. It may happen by the retreating of a single 
karren trough (Fig. 8a) or by the connecting of two retreating trougbs (Fig. 
8b and Picture 4). In the first case the trough bottom divide develops at the 
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end of the tributary trough (the step develops at bothendsof it) while in the 
letter case at the joint of the two troughs. Steps develop at both trough 
mouths. 

ll. 

a 

b 

O 30cm(cc.) ---...... 

Figure 8: Developing of karren monadnocks wi th false beheading ofbend.s in tlze case of regression of 
l (a) or 2 (b) iributary troughs 

Legend: l. type I karren trough, 2. step, 3. direction of regression oftrough end, 4. trough bottom 
waioshed, 5. slope direction of type I karren trough bottom, 6. monadnock, L initial condition, ILfolly 

developed condition 

Troughs developing at various parts of the bend can cut up the 
recesses to monadnocks of various sizes. In the case of the retreating of two 
tributaries the divide develops within the neck zone. In the case of one 
retreating tributary the divide develops where its upper end reaches the main 
trough. The ends of the neck troughs hang above the bottom of the main 
trough. 

At true beheading the recess is separated by the solvent flow in the 
trough. 
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Figure 9: .Developing of learren monadnocks with true beheading of 
bends 

Legend: l . type/ learren trough, 2. type lllkarren trough, 3. learren 
cavity, 4. :r lep, 5. direction of regression of trough end, 6. sio pe direction 
of type J karren trough bottom, 7. slope direction of type Ili karren trough 

bottom, 8. channel line, 9. monadnock, 10. karren inselberg on the 
bottom, ll. opened-up learren trough, L inifial condition, ll fol/y 

developed condition a. b. deve/opingprogre.ssive trough, c. cave-in of 
learren cavity 

True behearling occurs most simply in type ill troughs, because they 
are only a few centimeters deep. When the gradient of the master trough 
(type I trough) is moderate and the meander zone of the type III trough is 
wide, the meander arc is long, the solvent flow in the trough does not follow 
the arc of the loop but spiils over. Thus an intensively developing 
progressive trough is made on the neck. 

Behearling occurs if the depth of the progressive trough exceeds the 
depth of the trough in the bend. The separated trough section becomes 
hanging with both ends connecting to the new trough section in the neck 
wi th steps. As bend slippage may happen on the surface of the recess, lateral 
small extension pointed inselbergs may develop (Fig. 9a and Picture 5). The 
phenomenon can be observed in type II troughs too. In these cases the cutoff 
of the recess occurs during the development of type ill troughs. 
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Figure 10: Morphological map o/the~" karren ground surface detail 
Legend: l. karren development on the rock near the mapped ground surface part, 2. monadnock, 3. 
type I karren trough (ve,·tical...rided), 4. type I ka"en trough (gent ly sloping...rided), 5. type m karren 

trough, 6. trough wi th depth in centimeters (it is indicated at the point where it was measured. 
between the bottom and rim), 7. trough bottom without sediment, 8. step with depthin centimeters, 9. 

trough bottom watershed, 10. direction ofslope ofkarren trough bottom, ll. soil and weathering 
products, 12. soil with roclc de bris, 13. ro ele de bris 

True heheaciing can develop in type I troughs too mostly when the 
trough consists of a single meander (loop meander in an overdeveloped 
trough). The channelline hi ts the trough rims at the necks. If the depth of the 
trough is moderate at th ese places part of the flow in the trough spills over 
that results the parti al cutoff of the loop (Fi g. 9 b). The developing 
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progressive trough at the neck and the bottom of the meander can entrench 
togetber. Both trough sections remain actíve because water can flow in both 
the progressive trough and in the cutoff part of the main trough. The lower 
end of the progressive trough hangs above the bottom of the master trough, 
at its upper end a trough bottom divide develops. The monadnock developed 
by the progressive trough can be cut up to monadnock remnants by further 
troughs by false beheading. 

Karren cavity may develop in the necks. The development of the 
monadnock is complete with the destruction of the roof of the karren cavity 
(Fig. 9c). The beheaded bendis hanging, it joins the existing trough sections 
with steps at the necks. 

4. The History of Dissolution of the Map p ed Karren Ground Surfaces 

The history of dissolution of ground surfaces mapped at the Widerkar 
Peak will be presented in the followings. At the sketching of the history of 
dissolution not only results obtained in the analysis of the kan-en inselbergs 
and monadnocks were applied but the results of the study of meander 
development as weil (VERESS, M 1998). 

4.1. The ''A" Karren Ground Surface Detail (Fig. 10, Pícture 6) 

The arcing type I and II karren troughs develop by retreating. The 
letter is the tributary trough of the forrner (Fig. lla). These two karren 
troughs develop parallel to each other in part. 

The ends of the type I and II karren troughs reaching up to one 
another create a series of monadnocks (Fig. ll b, c, d). First the No. V, then 
the No. VI, VII and finally the No. Vill monadnocks develop. The trend of 
the described series of development can be especially caught in the case of 
the monadnocks Nos. V and VI. That is, the No. III tributary trough can 
develop only (a premisc of the development of monadnock No. VI) when the 
Nos. II and ill troughs connect. (The development of th ese two letter troughs 
results the development of monadnock No. V.) 

Of the tributary troughs retreating towards each other those retreating 
from the No. II trough are the older. This is proved by the trough bottom 
divides being closer to the No. I trough. Another proof is that the difference 
of elevation of the bottoms of the No. II trough and i ts tributaries are smaller 
than that of the No. I trough and its tributari es. 
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Legend: l . surface v.ithout karren, or shov.ing no reconstructable karren fonns, 2. 
monadnock developed at a later time, 3. monadnock. 4. type I karren trough, 5. type III 
karren trough, 6. ini ti al solution pan, 7. trough bottom and solution pan bottom v.ithout 
covering sediment. 8. step. 9. direction of regression of trough end, l O. trough bottom 
watershed, ll. identifying sign of trough, solution pan and monadnock (a. b. c fonner 

condition, d presen t condition) 
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4.2. The "B" Karren Ground Surface Detail (Fig. 12, Picture 7) 
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Figur e 12: Morphological map of the "lJ" ground surface detail 
Legend: l. karren development on the rock near the mapped ground S11Tface detai/, 2. 

bottom monadnock, 3. learren inselberg on the bottom, 4. karren halj-inselberg, 5. type I 
learren trough (vertical-sided), 6. type I learren trough (gent/y sloping-.sided) , 7. type I 
learren trough (overhanging-.sided), 8. type II learren trough (vertical-sided), 9. type lll 

learren trough, 10. trough with depthin centimeli!rs (it is shown where it was 
measured), ll. trough bottom wi th out covering sediment, 12. learren cavity, 13. terr ace, 
14. step wi th depth in centimeters, 15. trough bottom watershed, 16. direction of slope 

ofgrade oflearren trough bottom 

The type I, No. I karren trough develops. The development of a type 
II trough, No. n begins in the bottom of this trough (Fig. 13a). The intensive 
wiclening of trough No. n then that of trough No. V digests the bottom of 
trough No. I in the direction of í ts rim. In these locations the remnants of the 
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No. r. trough do not remain even in the fonn of terraces. (Such remain only 
in its interior as bottom inselbergs and monadnocks.) The No. lia and Ilb 
troughs develop forking from trough No. II as weil as its No. III tributary 
trough (Fig. 13b, c). Because of the ]ess intensíve widening of the No Ua 
and IIb troughs terraces develop in this section of trough No I. 
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Figure 13: Solution history of"B" ground surface detail 
Legend: l. surface without k111ren, or showing no reconstructable karren fonns, 2. karren 
inselberg and monadnoclc developed atalaJer time, 3./carren inselberg on the bottom, 4. 

bottom monadnock, 5. learren halj-inselberg, 6. type I karren trough, 7. type Il learren trough, 
8. type III learren trough, 9. littie solution pan , l O. trough bottom and solution pan bottom 

without covering sediment, ll. karren cavity, 12. terr ace, 13. step, 14. direction of regression 
of trough end, 15. trough bottom watershed, 16. identi/y sign of trough, solution pan , learren 

cavity, monadnock and learren inselberg (a, b, cformer condition, d present condition) 



With the connecting of the troughs Nos. V and III the No. VIII 
bottom monadnock and wi th the connecting of the troughs Nos. III and I the 
No. IX bottom monadnock develops. (The No. VIII monadnock rises only a 
few centimeters above the trough No. V that hints at the intensíve 
destruction of i ts surface.) As a result of the forking of trough VI. such a 
bottom monadnock develops that is a residue of the bottom of the No. II 
trough (Fig. 13c, d). 
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Figure 14: Morphological map of the "C" ground surface detail 
Legend: l . karren development on the rock near the mapped ground surface detail, 2. karren inselberg, 
3. kalTen halj-inselberg, 4. type I kalTen trough (vertica/-sided), 5. type J karren trough (gent/y sloping

sided), 6. type II karren trough (vertical...sided), 7. type III karren trough, 8. trough with depthin 
centimeten (it is shown where it was measured), 9. trough bottom wi th out covering sedimen t, l O. karren 

cavity, ll. terrace, terrace remnant, J 2. skirt, J 3. step with depth in centimeters, 14. trough bottom 
watershed, 15. direction ofslope ofgrade ofkalTen trough bottom 

4.3. The "C" Karren Ground Surface Detail (Fig. 14, Picture 8) 

From the No. I karren trough retreating to the northwest the Nos. II 
and III karren troughs develop (Fig. 15a). The age of the No. II karren 
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trough is more or i ts development is q uicker than that of trough No. Ill. For 
this reason the No. illa tributary trough reaches the rim of trough No. ll 
during i ts westward retreating (Fi g. 15b ). Because the development of the 
forrner is quicker, it heheads the letter (Fig. l5c, d). 
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Figw-e 15: Solution history of the "C " ground s urface detoil 
l.egend: l . surface wi th out kan-en. or showing no reconstructable karren fonns, 2. karren inselberg 

developed at a later time, 3. karren inselberg. 4. karren halJ-inselberg. 5. type I karren trough. 15. type II 
karren trough, 7. type III karren trough, 8. trough bottom wid10ut covering sedimen t, 9. karren c avity. l O. 

terrace, ll. direction of regression of trough end, 12. trough bottom walershed. 13. identity sign of 
trough and karren inselberg (a. b, c forrner condition, d presen t condition) 

Type II troughs develop on the bottoms of type I troughs (Nos. II and 
III). The wirlening of these cause the development of terraces in troughs 
Nos. II and III. The development of the type II troughs is completed to the 
time of beheading. This is hinted by the fact that the type ll troughs and 
terraces do not develop in the beheaded trough sections. 

The No. IV inselberg develops as a result of the beheading. I ts top is 
lower than the elevation of the surrounding surface. Th ere is no trace of any 
such effect during the development of troughs Nos. II and III that would 
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have caused the denudation of the surface of the top of the monadnock. 
That's why it is possihle that the karren development of the top of the 
monadnock has been the result of karren processes independent of the above 
described processes. 

§1 ~2 ~3 1=-:14 f1rus 1...........-IGII""r"\17 I"""'O"""!:Ia l~~ l-20 I10D11 [&]12 

QD3I.,...,...l14j ~!1st·.:;: ·.!1s 

Figure Ui: Morphologica/ map of the "D" ground surface detail 
Legend: l. karren development on the rock near the mapped ground surface detai/, 2. monadnock, 3. 
karren monadnock, 4. karren halj-inselberg, 5. karren rise, 6. type l karren trough (vertical-.sided), 7. 

type I karren trough (gent/y s/oping-sided), 8. type I karren trough (overhanging-.sided}, 9. type III 
karren trough, 10. trough with depthin cenlimeters (it is shown where itwas measured), ll. trough 

bottom without covering sediment, 12. skirt (at slippage), 13. step with depthin centimeters, 14. trough 
bottom watershed, 15. diree/ion of slope of karren trough holtom, 16. soil and weathering products 
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4.4. The "D" Karren Ground Surface Detail (Fig. 16) 
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Figure 17: Solution history of the "D" ground surface detaiT 
Legend: l . surface wi th out karren, or showing no reconstruiabk karren forms, 2. karren inselberg and 
monadnock developed at a later time, 3. karren monadnock, 4. monadnock, 5. karren halj--inselberg, 6. 
karren rise, 7. type I karren trough, 8. type lll karren trough, 9. small solution pan , l O. trough bottom 
without sedimen t, ll. sle p, 12. direction of regression of trough end, 13. trough bottom watershed, 14. 

iden ti ty sign of trough and monadnock (a, b, c forrner condition, d presen t condition) 



The No. I trough develops from the east to the west and roaking a 
bend to southwest it develops further ever retreating. Retreating westwards 
from the karren trough tributary karren troughs develop (Nos. IT, III, IV, 
Fig. 17a). The older No. II is beheaded by the younger, more intensively 
developing No. III that is proved by the trough bottom divide in the former. 
The No. VII rough surfaced karren monadnock develops (Fig. 17b ). I ts 
surface probably carries the traces of older trough bottoms that hints at 
previcus karren development. Following this (Fig. 17c) the No. ITib karren 
trough reaches the No. VI. karren trough (false beheading) that proves the 
higher age of development of the No. III trough being higher than that of 
No. VI, or its higher rate of development. The monadnock No. VIII develops 
(Fig. 17d). 

4.5. The ''E" Karren Ground Surface Detail (Fig. 18, Picture 9) 

The No. I karren trough develops with its tributary trough (I.a). The 
No. I karren trough makes a system (with a karren trough swallet) with the 
No. V karren cavity. A solution pan (No. III) develops above this karren 
cavity that is jeined by the No. n karren trough. (Fig. 19a). 

The roof of the karren cavity had possibly thinned so much at the 
bottom of the No. II karren trough and solution pan that part of it may have 
developed to an opening up karren trough (Fig. 19b). This way the 
connection bctween the No. n karren trough and the solution pan has been 
severed. The merging by solution of the No. la karren trough and the 
solution pan can be expected as w ell as the collapse of the roof of the karren 
cavity in its whole length (Fig. 19d). Resulted by these processes the 
remnant of the original ground surface becomes a monadnock between the 
remnant of the solution pan (V) and the bottom of the No. II karren trough 
becomes an inselberg (VI). 

4.6. The "F" Karren Ground Surface Detail (Fig. 20, Picture 10) 

The karren trough No. I deveiops as a rainwater runnel with three 
meanders (Fig. 2la). The two smaller meanders (m1 and m2) are true 
meanders this proven by the skirts on the trough sides. In the big meander 
(m3) that is a loop meander, a skirt can not be recognized. In spite of this the 
development of this bend has probab ly happened by true meandering proven 
by the overhanging wall in the concave side of the hand. 
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Figure 18: Morphological map of the ·~E" ground surface 
detail 

Legend: J. karren development on the rock near the mapped 
ground surface detail, 2. karren halj-inselberg, 3. type I 

karren trough (vertical-sided), 4. type I karren trough (gent/y 
sloping-sided), 5. type m karren trough, 6. vertical-sided and 

gently sloping-sided solution pan remnant, 7. trough and 
solution pan wi th tkpth jn centimeters (it is shown where it 

wa.r rneasured), 8. trough bottom 'Without covering sediment, 
9. karren cavity, l O. trough devcloped by opening up, l J. 

trough arch, J 2. diree/ion ofslope of karren trough botlom 

Early begins the development of the No. II trough in the m3 meander, 
that separates the No. XV monadnock by false behearling (Fig. 21 b). The 
early behearling is proven by the smallest step height than can be associated 
wi th the big entrenchment of the trough. 
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Fígure 19: Solution history of the "E" ground surface detail 
Legend: l. surface without karren, or showing no reconstructabk 

karren fonns, 2. karre11 inselberg and monadnock developed at a later 
time, 3. monadnock, 4. karren inselberg, 5. karren halJ-inselberg, 6. type 

I karren trough, 7. type III karren trough, 8. sle p, 9. solution pan , l O. 
destrueted solution pan , ll. trough and solution pan bottom, 12. trough 
sink, 13. karren cavity, 14. trough developed by opening up, 15. trough 
arch, 16. trough bottom walershed,l7. direction of regression oftrough 

end, l 8. identitysign oftrough, solutionpan andmonadnock(a, b, 
farmer condition, c p resent condition, d conditio11 in the future) 

The channelline swing intensifies in the quickly wiclening trough No. 
I resulting the progressive development oftroughs Nos. ill and IV (Fíg. 21 b, 
c). The loop type development of trough No. III develops the No. XIV 
monadnock. (The surface of both the Nos XIV and XV monadnocks are 
karren. The time of the karren development can not be specifi.ed.) Many 
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more tributary troughs develop in the No. I trough (Nos. VII, VITI, X, XI). 
The No. XII karren cavity develops and trough end connecting occurs 
between the troughs Nos. V and VI. 
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Figure 20: Morphologica/ map of the "F" ground surface detail 
Legend: l. learren development on the rock near the mapped ground surface detail, 2. 

karren munadnock, 3.lcarren hal[ inselberg and monadnock, 4. karren rise, 5. type I karren 
trough (vertical-sided), 6. type I learren trough (gent/y sloping-,side.d), 7. type I karren 

trough (overhanging-sided, the number shows the biggest h orizontal distance in centimelers 
belwflen overhanging side and edge of trough), 8. ruined edge of trough, 9. type U karren 

trough (vertica/-,sided), 10. type llllearren trough, ll. trough with depthin centimelers (it is 
shown where it WIJ3 measured), 12. trough bottom without covering sedimen t, 13. learren 
cavity, 14. terrace, 15. skirtremnant (at slippage), 16. slep with depthin centimelers, 17. 
trough bottom watershed, 18. direction of slope of grade of learren trough botWm, 19. soil 

and weatheringproducts, 20. soil debris, 21. debris, 22. water flow directions at the time of 
mapping 



The behearling of the recess is done by the No. IV progressive 
trough, the No. XVI monadnock develops (Fig. 21 d). 
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Figure 21: Solution history of the "F" ground surface detail 
Legend: l. surface 'WithouJ k:arren, or sho'Wing no reconslriiCiilble karren fonns, 2. 

karren inselberg and monadnock developed al a later time, 3. karren monadnock, 4. 
karren halfinselberg, 5. type I karren trough, 6. typell karren trough, 7. type III karren 

tr01lgh, 8. trough bottom 'WithouJ covering sflliimen~ 9. karren cavity, 10. terroce, ll. 
step,l2. dinction of regression oftrowgh end, lJ. tr01lgh bottom waJershed, 14. 
channel line, 15. probab/e waiN flow dinctions, 16. identity .sign oftrough and 

monadnock, 17. identity .sign of meander (a, b, c fo17!1N condition, d present condition) 

The solvent that flows from the karren cavity develops a type n 
trough (No. Xlll) with the partial entrenchment of the No. I trough. This 
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results the development of terraces at parts of the trough No. l. The 
overhanging walls of trough No. I collapse. 

5. Consequences 

a. Those trougbs that are separated by trougb bottom divides and steps have 
developed regressively. The location and position of these features give 
ground to the detenninati on of the type of connecting. 
b. Considering the trough-end merges, the false and true beheading of 
trougbs and bends the type of development of inselbergs and monadnocks 
and the sequence of the development of karren forms can be detennined on 
some spe"ific karren ground surface. 
c. U sing the detailed morphological survey of some specific karren ground 
surface and the relative sequence of the development of karren forms such a 
series of maps can be prepared that can describe the process of dissolution to 
a certain profundity. 
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Píctw; l : D.velopillg trovgh bottolf". monadnock (Iota G.wge) 
.UgMti: J. type I trough, 1. type lll trough, 3. bottom mon~ck. 4. tmrace 

Pictun 2: Trough belteading (Mago Plaúov) 
Legend: l. behecuJed trough, 2. belteading trough, 3 . • ttep, 4. :rloPfl direction oftrough, J.ji.ssun lauren 

Pictun 3: Karren inselberg devdoped by tlul C!Jnnecting oftributary troughs (Iota G.birge) 
Legend: l. tributary trough, 2. karren inselberg, 3. type I trou.gh, 4. older type II trough, 5. younger type II 17ough, 
6. rentnant of trough bottom devttloped by iii.Jil# trough shifting, 7. ridge betwun o/túr and )IOJDtger lyPflll 
trough:r 

Pictun 4: KaTren in.wlberg J.v.loped by false belteading 
lAgend: J. loop meand.r, ]. rec&f.f :ruTTO'IINiMJ by meandm, 3. karren monadnock, 4. ~ troug/1, 5. trough 
bottom clivitJ6 , 6. :rtep 

Pictun 5: KDrren m.r.JJwrg J.v.ioped by true belteading ( tlulrtt are meand.r nmuumú in tlul trough :rection 
cr1xTw tM karren ~ Tatu a.birge) 
lApnd: l . karren ~ ~ slirt), ]. older, cuJojftrough bottom, 3. :rkirl, 4. developing meandering 
trou/P section, J . trougla :rection with meand.r nmuumú • 

Pictun 6: 11te "A." Karre:t Grotmd Surface Detoil (I ole.! Gtbirge) 
lAgend: l. karren monodnoc/c, ]. vertical-sided type l trovgh, 3. gently :rloopillg-sided type l trough. 4. trough 
bottom divide 

Pictun 7: 11te "B" Karren Grotmd Surface DetaiT (Iote.s Gtbirge) 
lAgend: l . trougla bottom monadnock, 2. trough bottom i1111elberg, 3. type l trough, 4. type II trough, 5. type lll 
trou/P, 6. karren cavity, 7. trough bottom divide 

Pictun 8: 11te " C" Karren Grotmd Surface Detail (I ole.! Gebirge) 
úgend: l. karren i1111elberg, 2. karren halji1111elberg, 3. verlical-sided type l trough, 4. gently slooping-sided type l 
trough, 5. type lll trough, 6. type II trough, 7. korren cavity, 8. /Drace, 9. trough bottom divide 

Picture 9: 11te " E" Korren Ground Surface DetaiT (I'ote.s Gtbirge) 
Legend: l. karren kaljin ... elberg, 2. w:rticaJ-sided type I trowgh, 3. type lll trough, 4. lcamenitza remain, 5. karren 
cavity, 6. opening karren trough, 7. trough arch 

Piciure l O: 11te "F" Klll7'm Grotmd Surface DetaiT (I'otes Gebirge) 
Legená: l. loop mearuiN, ]. rece.s.r SIIITounded by meander, 3. karren monadnocJcs. 4. p rogressive trough, 5. 
regreuive trough 
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